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The Princeton Encyclopedia of Mammals is the most comprehensive and accessible reference book

on mammals available. Unsurpassed in scope and stunningly illustrated, this book covers every

known living species, from aardvarks to zorros. The informative and lively text is written by

acclaimed researchers from around the world and features a concise general introduction to

mammals followed by detailed accounts of species and groups that systematically describe form,

distribution, behavior, status, conservation, and more. There are superb full-color photos and

illustrations on virtually every page that show the animals in their natural settings and highlight their

typical behaviors. And throughout the book, numerous "Factfile" panels with color distribution maps

and scale drawings provide at-a-glance overviews of key data. The Princeton Encyclopedia of

Mammals is the definitive one-volume resource--a must-have reference book for naturalists and a

delight for general readers.Covers every living mammal Describes form, distribution, behavior,

status, conservation, and more Features spectacular full-color photos and illustrations on virtually

every page Includes "Factfile" panels with color distribution maps and scale drawings for at-a-glance

reference Written by an international team of experts
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"Packed with photos, illustrations, and lively text that comfortably bridges the gap between a child's

reference tool and a doctoral thesis."--Scott Kirkwood, National Parks Magazine"Princeton's winning

combination of gorgeous photography, current biological and field research, an international team of



scientist-contributors, and an accessible style. . . . This book successfully conveys the wonder and

delight that its authors take in the study of the world's creatures. It is a worthy addition to any school

or home library."--Teresa Scollon, Foreword Magazine"In short, this book remains a must have for

anyone who is interested in mammals, from the casual reader to even the most knowledgeable

mammalogist. Best yet, at the current price, there is simply no excuse anymore not to have it."--Olaf

R. P. Bininda-Emonds, Quarterly Review of Biology

"The Princeton Encyclopedia of Mammals is a rare treasure that combines spectacular photographs

and authoritative, easily accessible text describing the world's mammals, from aardvarks to zebras

and everything in between. Drawing on experts from around the world, this compilation covers an

amazing diversity of subjects, including anatomy, behavior, conservation, diseases, ecology, and

much more. This encyclopedia will serve scholars, students, and anyone interested in the natural

history of mammals."--Don E. Wilson, National Museum of Natural History

The book contains vast amounts of information on all groups of recent mammals, plus informative

sections on their paleontological history. It is organized by large groups, generally at Order level, but

goes down to all families and subfamilies. It also brings information on many species within each

Family. The contentes are very well illustrated, and include information on main anatomical

characters, phylogeny, paleontology, and behavior. It also covers some importante topics on the

evolution of behavior in mammals, as well as on problems on the conservation of these animals .

This is a book focused on recente mammals, and therefore the reader should not expect a lot of

content on the vast paleontological record of the group. It is so well written it prompts you to read it

cover to cover, although it is a bit too large for easy handling. The price is a bargain. If you like

mammals, buy it.

Incredibly comprehensive, well organized, and well written.

Very amazing book but also came in amazing condition.

I have a science degree, my father has a zoology degree, and we both think it is excellent. My

12-year old niece has had the book for about a month, she is still excited about it, and told me she

reads it every evening.Agree that it would be better as a hard cover, but I have not had any

problems with the binding yet, nor has my niece.



Outstanding filled with pictures and graphics

I love collecting books on animals, and I must say that this is the best animal reference book I have

ever bought!It contains just enough information about each animal to give you a general

understanding - without going into too much depth.Each page contains wonderful photos and also

beautiful illustrations, and as I work in the field of design and art it's great to have a single resource

that has so much visual imagery.It also covers more animals than I have ever seen in a resource

before.This chunky book is great for adults and invaluable to children!

You know how a really smart person is able to explain complex ideas in ways that appeal to both

specialists and laypersons and even children?This is it!I am a liberal arts person and I enjoy it.My

co-parent is an engineer and enjoys it.My 7 year old loves reading it.It is really a wonderful resource

that we pick up and look at, just because it's there and it's fun!

A really fine book! Great text, well illustrated, just full of interesting fact. Perfect for anyone

interested in mammals.
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